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Workshop summary: Precision EWK
Combinations between experiments:
Sin2thW

- Start with LHC combination, global fit to unfolded A4/AFB by ATLAS/CMS/LHCb
- Longer term: wider range of fiducial cross sections
- Needed: NLO QCW+EW corrections, PDF uncertainties split into theory, modelling and 

data sources, assess impact of missing higher-order QCD effects

W mass
- Start with ATLAS+Tevatron combination
- Common uncertainties: PDF, EWK/QCD corrections, W width
- Problem: Published results use different PDFs, no unfolded pT or mT
- Rigorous approach: Tevatron reruns with updated PDF 
- Alternate: emulate PDF effect using smeared predictions from common tool
- Provide fine grained unfolded cross sec vs pT (and eta etc) in parallel

                                 Timescale: aim for December 2018



Workshop summary: Precision EWK
New Benchmarking of state-of-the-art 
predictions with NLO EWK+(N)LO +PS

-> send proposal in the coming week and collect feedback, results beginning of 2019?
 

Switching on corrections step-by-step
(with and without reweighting to data
-> produce in bins of pT?)

Predictions:
Distributions:



Workshop summary: Precision EWK
QCD aspects of precision measurements

pT(W)/pT(Z): Status Oct. 2017



Workshop summary: Precision EWK
QCD aspects of precision measurements

-> Already lots of progress but developments will take longer to converge,
     but should we at least discuss the current difference between resummation approaches?
      
 

pT(W)/pT(Z): Status June 2018



Workshop summary EWK bosons and jets

Direct combination of jet results 
- Interpolation for jet radii if necessary
- ATLAS and CMS in agreement within stats when assuming an eta dependent 

relative JES shift of up to 2% between experiments, shift appears to be motivated 
given current understanding of JEC at ATLAS /CMS

- Use LHC Top WG prescriptions for first combination, later refine..

Indirect combination of jet results using reference prediction
- Independent of interpolations, fiducial phase space etc
- Can compare experiments, data sets, jet radii, etc.
- Would profit from correlated uncertainties in Rivet

-> Include 8TeV inclusive jets,  do the same with W+jets (8TeV) and later Z+jets 
(13TeV)



Workshop summary EWK bosons and jets
Rivet and Hepdata:

- Agree on common format for detailed breakdown of uncertainties in hepdata
       → assess correlations between bins, experiments, data sets, sources etc

- Tool to extract this information into yoda for Rivet  
- Agree on common naming convention
- Different approaches for 

- Simply unfolded cross sections: provided plain signed cross sec. shifts per 
NP?

- Cross sections extracted from profiled LLH etc: (provide full/simplified 
likelihood or necessary inputs to construct it?) 

Common LHC tune:
- Can develop common LHC tune.
- Not intended as “best” tune for any process, but as a benchmark reference tune 

that experiments can use in addition to other tunes.



Workshop summary: Multibosons

Yellow Report -> Aim for (recommendations towards) combinations 

For channels not being combined in near future, yellow report should discuss 
sources of correlations between measurements and future measurements

Yusheng Wu



Workshop summary: Multibosons
Combined EFT Interpretations:
Challenging due to lack of unfolded 
data/measurements in BSM regime.
Different fiducial regions used.

Aim for Common Fiducial Region to aid 
interpretation &  to publish unfolded 
cross sect.
Start with dibosons, aim to document in 
Yellow Report.

Encourage continued discussions with 
Higgs group to discuss interplay 
between processes, EFT 
interpretations, unfolding BSM 
sensitive phase spaces

C. Degrande



Towards Yellow report: next steps
Three reports by 2019
Follow-up reports on topics which will not converge by the end of the year?
Precision EWK:

- W mass combination ATLAS-Tevatron
- sin2thW LHC combination
- Benchmarking of NLO EWK +(N)LO+PS approaches
- State-of-the-art of resummed predictions?

Jets & EWK bosons
- Direct comparisons of inclusive and di-jets measurements
- Indirect comparisons between experiments/jet radii etc using a reference 

prediction
- Comparisons of W+jets 8TeV (and Z+jets 13TeV?) measurements
- Common LHC tune
- State-of-the-art of Theory predictions



Towards Yellow report: next steps
Three reports by 2019
Follow-up reports on topics which will not converge by the  end of the year?
Multibosons:

Jonas M. Lindert



Conclusion

Aiming for:
- Defining scope of content for reports in the next Month
- Reasonably advanced report drafts and summary of content at 

December general meeting

Series of dedicated  meetings:
- PDF4LHC & Precision EWK
- All subgroups: Common format for uncertainties in Hepdata and Rivet
- Higgs  &  Multibosons: unfolded cross sections in BSM sensitive regions
- …
-

Next general meeting: Thursday Dec. 13th & Friday Dec. 14th


